Virginia documents pertaining to Roland Sutton VAS3163
Transcribed and annotated by C. Leon Harris.

[The following is from bounty-land records in the Library of Virginia.]

Roland Sutton
Vincent Howell
John Cowgill
Barnard Rogers  Serjeant
Tho Gaines [Thomas Gaines] Corporal
James Harris
Benj’a Sutton [Benjamin Sutton] } Cont’l line
Nicholas Long [VAS972]  Serjeant
Evans Long [VAS969]  Serjeant
George Woolf all Dec’d French Strother
William Roe
William Reasons

I do Certify that the Certificates lodged in the Auditors office by the above Soldiers were given by
Col. Jno Green [John Green BLWt866-500] for three years   Cha. Jones Clk

NOTE: The soldiers in this list appear to have served in the company commanded by Lt. Philip Slaughter
(W29886) in the 11th Virginia Continental Regiment in 1778.